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> If you are unhappy with the Board's decison with regard to "John> Scelso"'s true identity being protected for 

5 more years or until the person> dies, please write to them and say so.> > (Wouldn't it be nice to get this 

from the ARRB direct, like a fax or> email? or from COPA?)> > Joe Backesthe ARRB direct, like a fax or > email? 

or from COPA?) > > Joe Backes> If the Review Board does not tell us who Scelso is, AND does not take his 

deposition, then they are hardly fulfilling their mandate. I can only assume the name is important - important 

enough to protect the person's identity. "Scelso" signed off on enough significant documents that the person 

should at least be required to go on the record with anything they can be prodded to remember. I'm less 

concerned about who the person is than what they know. If the person knows anything, and we are kept from 

contacting the person before they die, that would be a serious problem, seriously impairing the credibility of 

the Board's efforts. I do hope they address this in more detail. I've cc'd Eileen Sullivan of the ARRB on this 

message, and look forward to whatever response the board will make.
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